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SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION (SEO)



Scroll through most marketing blogs and you’ll find yourself floating in a sea of acronyms. From 
CPC to SEO to KPI, it would appear that the marketing world’s favorite lunch is alphabet soup. 
We’ve picked two of those acronyms — SEO and PPC — out from our soup bowl for a closer 
look at the two key elements of what is called Search Marketing. In part one, we explore Search 
Engine Optimization. Make sure you check out part two, in which we explore Pay-Per-Click (PPC) 
advertising.

SEO: SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION
SEO is likely the acronym you’re most familiar with but have 
the hardest time explaining. Trust us — we get it. SEO is one of 
those dark arts that involves a little of this, a little of that and then 
POOF: you’re the first organic search result on Google. In reality, 
search engine optimization is a tangible series of checks and 
balances designed to make sure your content is surfacing during 
the right searches. The ultimate goal of SEO is to get you to 
the top of a search results page organically — that is, without 
paying for ads. It can be a slow, methodical process, but it is a 
necessary one. It requires patience and diligence, especially as 

the parameters that define and dictate search engine results are 
always changing.

For starters, let’s break SEO into its two main components: 
on-page SEO and off-page SEO. In the most basic terms, on-
page tactics are measures that you can take on your own site to
improve search results. Conversely, off-page SEO involves 
relationship building with other websites to position you as a 
source of information and educational content, thus building the
number of links back to your website (AKA backlinks). Both types 
of SEO play off of one another, but for the purposes of this post, 
we’ll focus more heavily on the improvements you can make on 
your own site.
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KEYWORDS
Any good SEO project begins by identifying your target audience and the keywords they would use to search for your service or 
product. Constructing “buyer personas” can be very helpful during this process if you’re unfamiliar with how your audience behaves 
online. It’s a good idea to map out all of the keywords that would be relevant to your audience and business first, and then narrow the 
focus by figuring out how to tailor specific pieces of content (either existing content or future content) to those keywords.

Make sure to identify both basic keywords (such as “SEO”) and what are known as “longtail” keywords (like “search engine 
optimization for dog daycare centers”). You will typically have a harder time ranking for basic keywords unless you’re a national 
brand, but this will help give you a starting point to funnel into your more specific longtail keywords.
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Once you’ve identified the keywords you want to rank for, you can begin inserting them 
into your existing content and building out new content around those keywords. A 
key point to remember is that adding your keywords to content has to be done 
tastefully and naturally. Simply peppering your text with as many keywords as 
possible will not achieve any lasting effect, and might even hurt you in the long run.
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FORMATTING & URL CONSTRUCTION
Once you’ve got your keywords identified and plugged into your site copy in a natural way, you’ll want to work on formatting your headers and 
images. Search engine spiders (the bots that crawl through web pages and index them for search engines to find) don’t just scan your body text 
— post headings and image alt text is fair game, too! The way you title your post and construct its URL will also play into your SEO efforts. For 
example, you’ll want to make sure the keywords you’re trying to rank for appear in the URL slug (e.g. the part of the URL that comes after your 
primary domain — bouvierkelly.com/quick-look-public-relations). The H1 headings in your post should also use keywords whenever possible, 
still making sure that you’re not simply stuffing your post full of those keywords haphazardly.

CREATING REPUTABLE BACKLINKS
The most crucial aspect of off-site SEO is the practice of generating 
quality backlinks. That is, external links from other websites and blogs 
that point back to your page. Not only do these backlinks create 
more external traffic for your site, but backlinks from a reputable 
website can also significantly boost your search engine rankings. 
This can be done by establishing relationships with other websites and 
blogs (often through social media and public relations efforts), but it’s 
not always a free tactic. Sponsored content and partner programs 
can help establish these quality backlinks, but you must account 
for these additional costs in your overall marketing budget.

SITE SPEED, HIERARCHY & SECURITY
Three internal mechanisms of your website play a crucial role in where you 
surface on Google: how fast your site loads on various devices, how easily 
Google can “read” the overall structure of your website and how secure it 
is for visitors. As mobile browsing becomes the standard across the internet, 
even differences of milliseconds in load-time can affect how Google favors 
your website. (ICYMI: Google announced in 2015 that it would no longer index 
websites that did not include a mobile version.) The hierarchy and organization 
of your website (your “sitemap”) is a guidepost for Google’s spiders to see just 
how easy it is to navigate through a website. Finally, if you’re not protecting your 
website visitors with an SSL certificate (the “lock” icon you see in your web 
browser), Google may penalize you in the search rankings. Even if you’re not 
selling anything on your website, an SSL certificate is a given for most website 
visitors today, and running a website without one may turn away visitors.

DO-IT-YOURSELF SEO TOOLS
Feeling adventurous? There is a slew of great DIY tools out there today 
(primarily for WordPress-based websites) that allow you to tackle some 
of the nitty gritty SEO parameters yourself. Here are some of 
our favorites: 

Yoast SEO: Allows you to set keywords for any post or page and gives 
you an SEO score, letting you know where you can improve and what 
you’re doing right. Yoast also allows you to edit the Meta Descriptions of 
your pages (e.g. what appears when the post is Googled or shared on 
social media). 

Google XML Sitemaps: Gives you the ability to create a proper XML 
sitemap without any major coding or back-end knowledge. 

BJ Lazy Load: Hides images and other elements of your page that can 
slow down site speed while they’re not being displayed on-screen. 

Website Grader: Plug in your website’s URL and let Hubspot’s tool 
tell you just how good (or bad) your SEO is, and where you can make 
improvements. 

SEM Rush: This site allows you to explore what backlinks your site and 
others have, what site traffic is like, what organic searches are creating 
traffic — a whole host of valuable SEO data. The free version offers 
great data, and the paid upgrades make this tool even more robust.
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ABOUT BOUVIER KELLY: Back in 1974, our agency was founded to do two things: help our clients succeed at any and every level and have a little fun in this crazy, 
mixed-up world called advertising. Over the years, we’ve developed a really simple modus operandi: Data + Gut. Every decision we make is influenced by this 
mindset, a combination of analysis and intuition. Sometimes we lean a little more heavily on facts and studies; sometimes we rely on instinct and emotion to show 
us the way. But one thing’s for sure: you can’t have one without the other. It’s that balance which keeps our work grounded and our ambitions limitless. It also 
informs the way we strive to assemble talented, resourceful and open-minded individuals who aren’t afraid to challenge and inspire one another for the good of 
both the agency and our clients. Give us a shout at makeithappen@bouvierkelly.com or 336-217-4265.
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ALT TEXT Short for “alternative text,” this text describes an image in the 

event that a site or browser cannot load the image, or if a visitor is using 

accessibility software to browse your site. 

BACKLINK An external link from another website that points back to 

a page on your website.

BUYER PERSONA A fictional representation of customer or audience types 

for your product or service.

CPA Stands for “cost per acquisition” (or conversion).

CPM Stands for “cost per thousand.” A type of bidding strategy for PPC 

campaigns in which you’re charged for every one thousand impressions 

that your ad generates.

CTA Stands for “call to action.” A direct solicitation for a visitor or 

customer to complete an action, such as “Download Now” or 

“Visit Our Website.”

HEADER A piece of text that helps title a new section of copy in a 

blog post or website section.

IMPRESSION Any time an ad is viewed by a user.

LANDING PAGE The destination for a digital ad, designed to offer visitors 

some sort of benefit (a piece of educational content, a trial demo, etc.) or 

complete a sale.

LONGTAIL KEYWORD A keyword that consists of more descriptive 

language than a normal keyword, used to refine an SEO or PPC campaign 

(e.g. men’s flame resistant workwear instead of men’s workwear)

OFF-PAGE SEO SEO efforts aimed at creating more backlinks to your 

website through partnerships, guest posts and sponsored content.

ON-PAGE SEO Modifications done to your site both internally and 

externally to improve your position on SERPs. 

ORGANIC Any marketing efforts or strategies that do not involve spending 

ad money.

PPC Stands for “pay-per-click.” A type of digital ad campaign that allows 

you to advertise around a specific set of keywords in which you pay 

every time a user clicks your ad.

REACH The number of individual (or “unique”) users that see 

your ads.

SEO Stands for “search engine optimization.” The process of improving 

the position your content appears on SERPs.

SERP Stands for “search engine results page,” such as on Google 
or Bing.

SITEMAP The internal framework or outline of your website that allows 

search engine spiders to navigate your site and determine what kind of 

content exists within.

SLUG The section of a URL that comes after your primary domain (e.g. 

BouvierKelly.com/about-us)

SPIDER An automated bot that “crawls” through your website to catalog 

what kind of content you’re offering so it can determine how, when and 

where to surface your site on SERPs.

UNIQUE IMPRESSION An impression generated by an individual user, as 

often a user will see the same ad multiple times 

in a campaign.

SEARCH MARKETING GLOSSARY


